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                BuyProperty.com is a property portal which applies information technology and platform economics to real estate markets for automatic valuations and insights.
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                     Color Wheel Information
                  

               

            

            
               Color Meaning for Price and Price m²

               The BuyProperty Color wheel compares prices from other properties in the same location with the same characteristics and represents prices using our color coding mechanism.
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               Property is 20% less than average price
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               Property is 20% above or below average
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               Property is 20% more than average price

            

            
               Color Meaning for Rental Rate Yields

               We compare properties in the same area with the same characteristics with properties on popular rental websites then combine average rate for the entire year. We multiply the average rental rate by the occupancy to find the estimated yield for each property.
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               Holiday rental rates shows average throughout the year. Rate will be more during the summer and less during winter in general. Estimates are based on properties being refurbished as some properties in disrepair will not be able to get rates listed.
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            We will verify your bid by sending a verification code to
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			Add new phone number

			
				* By submitting the verification code you are committing yourself to purchase this property for your bid amount should you win the auction.			
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            Auction Rules
            
         

         
            
				If you bid within 24 hours of completion of the auction, the auction time will reset to 24 hours.


				Any bid you place on the auction will be a smart bid, meaning that your bid amount will be automatically raised to that amount in increments of €250.  If another bidder bids an amount higher than your current bid, the smart bidding system automatically takes your bid to just above their amount bidded until it reaches your maximum bid entered.


				When you place a bid for a property you will be asked to verify your phone number to validate your bid. By validating your bid you become legally obligated to purchase the property for that amount should you win the auction.


				As the auction time nears completion, you may be asked to further verify your identity by providing proof of funds and proof of identity.  Failure to do so may result in your bid being disqualified.


				Upon auction completion, if you are the winning bidder, you will be asked to sign a promissory note. Once signed, a 5% deposit is required within 48 hours to complete the deal.  Failure to do so will result in the property being given to the next highest bidder.			
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                     How do we calculate the distress level of each property?
                  

               

            

			
				A distressed property is usually under bank ownership or slated for government auction. Buyproperty broadens this definition by also offering a distress percentage for each property throughout Portugal. In this framework, properties owned by banks or up for government auction are assigned a distress level of 100%. Additionally, we assign a distress level to all other properties, calculating this figure using 27 distinct indicators of distress. These indicators include the duration the property has been listed for sale, the number of price reductions it has undergone, the type of property, whether the surrounding area is experiencing price decreases, etc.			

         

      

   
































































































































































   

 
 


